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■ wherein jaehyun is the new boy at school and loner taeyong falls head over heels.

■■■■■■■■■■:

this story belongs to me. the characters used obviously are not, and any occurrence in this story that could relate to any real

life event is purely coincidental. I also DO NOT own ANY of the photos used in this AU.

now, I'm sure you all know this but:

■. do not comment, just quote.

■. do not copy or steal.

■. ignore the timestamps.

■. ignore any typos I make.

■. I am from Australia so I may use some Aussie slang in my writing.

■. ■■■■■!

■■■■■■■!

there will be angst. if the story triggers you in any negative way, do NOT continue. this is not a horror nor thriller, but inside

may contain certain elements that may be triggering for some.



■ ■■■■■■■■■■ ■

■ ■■■ ■■■■■■■ ■

- loner

- best friends with jennie

- gets bullied at school

- tries to stay positive

- loves drawing and doodling

- extremely soft



■ ■■■■■ ■■■■■■■ ■ 

- moves here to start fresh 

- new boy at school 

- model 

- has a private so he can rant



- hates confrontation 

- sungchan is his little brother

■ ■■■■■■ ■■■ ■ 

- taeyong's best friend 

- gets bullied at school 

- calls taeyong and her the "hate duo"



- sassy and doesn't take shit from anyone 

- is taeyong's voice of reason 

- loves to gush about boys with taeyong



■ ■■■■■ ■■■■■■■■ ■

- jaehyun's younger brother

- is the real reason why they moved

- extremely quiet and awkward

- is a bit of a loner unlike his brother

- best friends with Shotaro

■ ■■■■■■■'■ ■■■■■■■ ■



■ ■■■■■■ ■■■ ■

- jaehyun's new best friend

- loves sports

- bi

- lowkey has a crush on jaehyun

- loves gossip

■ ■■■ ■■■ ■

- goes to a different school

- used to go to this school but moved because of bullying

- is gay

- is the moodmaker of the group



■ ■■■ ■■■■■■■ ■ 

- is taeyong's only other friend 

- nags but it's out of love 

- loves music 

- makes self hating jokes 24/7 

 

■ ■■■■■■■■ ■■■■ ■ 

- shotaro's half older bro 

- loves dyeing his hair 

- loves anime



- a flirt

■ ■■■■■ ■■■■■■■ ■ 

- yuta's younger half brother 

- loves to dance 

- struggles with Korean



- but is always positive and happy 

- sungchan's new best friend

■■■■■ ■■■■:

This will include bullying. That's a main focus of this au. And there will be h*mophobia as well, from the bully. The bully won't

have a platform, and is not based on an idol. This will be a comedy-angst so if the angst isn't your cup of tea well.

Anywho !! Enjoy !! I'm looking forward to writing this! ■■■■



■■■■■■■■

■■■■ ■

1. Taeyong totally wasn't sleeping.





2. Jaehyun and Sungchan talk.





3. The dudes talk about the new guy.





4. Oh? ■■





5. Is it the new guy?





6. Jaehyun doesn't like the staring.

7. Taeyong and Jennie think the new boy is hot.





8. The dudes gush about the new boy.





9. They talk about hongseok, the school bully.
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